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Abstract

The Energy Scope tool, developed at INRIA Bordeaux, is used on an Intel Skylake cluster to
measure the energy consumption at scale of the NEMO ocean model.

This  work  establishes  that  the  NEMO  model  does  not  differ  significantly  from  other
applications  regarding  energy  consumption,  and  that  this  consumption  is  weakly
dependant on model resolution or parallel decomposition, conferring on scalability the
quality  of  single  criteria  for  energy  efficiency.  More  analysis  are  required  to  identify
possible energy bottleneck in our model.
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The energy consumption of ICT infrastructure is a rising issue in our society, since today its
direct annual carbon footprint is approximately of 1400 Mt of CO2 equivalents [1]. The HPC
research activities does not contribute significantly to these emissions [2], but some scientists
put the stress on the particular leading role of Earth Science toward sustainability or, more
simply mention “a personal level of being consistent with why they are a scientist in the first
place” [3]. These questions partially encounter the concerns of the silicon industry on the path
to energy efficient platforms that could match the Exascale constraints [4].

Since partners of the NEMO consortium already started to evolve towards more sustainable
behaviours [5], we propose to contribute to the energy consumption evaluation of the NEMO
ocean model [6], one of the main components of the CNRM-CM6 [7] climate model currently
in use in our laboratory. In Berthoud at al., the carbon footprint of one core.hour of computing
is evaluated for an average usage of the machine (Intel Skylake Gold 6130 CPU @ 2.10GHz),
regarding CPU, memory, network and disk access. The power consumption is equal to 16,5 W
per core, taking PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) into account. We are convinced that a first
evaluation of this kind, but focused on the energy/carbon footprint of our models and not on
the machine, is necessary to better understand their capacity to efficiently take benefit of the
computing resources, in comparison to other models. In a second step, it may be possible to
identify the key actions needed to enhance this capacity.

Experimental setting

Several  techniques  are  available  to  evaluate the consumption  of  a  software. A CERFACS'
production  machine1 is  targeted  to  host  the  test,  which  forbids  the  use  of  a  direct
measurement of the electric consumption on one single processor independently of the rest
of the machine.

The  chosen  NEMO  configuration  relies  on  the  4.0.1  version, revision  10984. The  BENCH
testing  configuration  [8],  made  to  facilitate  a  benchmarking  exercise  while  keeping  the
computing behaviour of a production model, is including the SI3 sea ice but no bio-geo-
chemistry module.

We choose  an  indirect  measurement, via  hardware  counters, as  proposed by  the Energy
Scope tool  [9]. This  software  developed at  INRIA  Bordeaux, is  designed to  measure the
energy consumption through a large number of resources, which fits with the parallel nature
of our codes. An Python based acquisition package is launched by a code wrapper. It runs on
the  cluster  during  the  simulation  and  provides  measures  at  approximately  one  second
frequency.

In order to be able to access to hardware counters,  the  msr-tools package should be

1 Cluster LENOVO “kraken” with 185 bi-socket nodes, 18 cores Intel Xeon Gold 6140 (Skylake), 2.3 
Ghz, 96 Gb memory, OmniPath interconnect 100 Gb/sec



installed on the compute nodes  and the read access  to  Message Service  Routine (MSR)
device has to be given2.

Our experimental setup aims to quantify how parallelism (strong scaling) and resolution (weak
scaling)  affect  energy  consumption.  In  that  perspective,  (i)  several  measurements  are
performed  on  a  variable  number  of  nodes,  ranging  from  1  to  128  and  (ii)  two  BENCH
configurations are used, based on ORCA1 (1 degree horizontal resolution) and ORCA025 (¼
degree horizontal resolution) discretisation and their corresponding namelist parameters.

Measurements

A previous  study [10]  has  noticed the strong discrepancy  in  NEMO energy consumption
during checkpoint-restart operations, in comparison to the compute phases. Unfortunately,
the checkpoint-restart only occurs at the beginning and the end of large simulations, and the
time spent in these operations, even if increasing with horizontal resolution, can be largely
neglected in comparison to the compute phase.  Thanks to the tag option provided by the
Energy Scope toolkit, we bound our measurements to the code time loop, excluding not only
the checkpoint-restart operations but the whole initialisation and termination phases. To avoid
any interference caused by disk access, unreproducible by nature, data or log output are also
switched off.

Figure  1:  Power  dissipation  of  two  Skylake  nodes,
during  resp.  1000  and  100  time  steps  of  NEMO
simulations,  using  resp.  ORCA1  and  ORCA25
configurations

As shown in  Figure 1, the total  consumption (CPU+Memory) along the simulation remains
constant, although small  drops, already noticed by Ferrero, can be seen in  the ORCA025
profile. That is  probably the relative slowness of the ORCA025 configuration compared to

2 The following installation steps are followed by the cluster administrator :   
yum -y  install msr-tools
chmod a+r /dev/cpu/*/msr
setcap cap_sys_rawio=ep /usr/sbin/rdmsr 



ORCA1 that allows to visualise these drops at this particular resolution. These drops are also
present  in  the  consumption  part  attributed  to  the  memory  access,  which  lead  to  the
hypothesis that the line drops point out the intra time step heterogeneity of memory access.
Unfortunately, limits on time sampling frequency prevent a finer per subroutine analysis and
any further algorithm enhancements. That said, the detected variations are small compared to
the consumption raw value and probably give evidence of poor chances of enhancement. We
also noticed that only one third of the consumption can be attributed to the memory access.
This ratio, as the raw consumption, is approximately the same for other parallel applications
tested during this exercise, such as AVBP [11], which suggests that the NEMO code is not
particularly  memory  bound, as  usually  stated  in  the  available  literature, nor  more  energy
efficient than others.

It looks like the CPU energy consumption does not really depend on the kind of operation
performed (except maybe disk access, measurable at simulation beginning and end). At the
opposite, slight changes can be noticed in memory access energy consumption. We take
benefit of the possible parametrisation of our Lenovo cluster by changing the bus speed
mode3, enabling the adjustment of this speed to the application needs. This leads to (i) an
increase of the memory access consumption, probably over solicited at these speeds, (ii) a
decrease of the CPU consumption, probably less solicited, (iii) a small reduction of the overall
dissipated power at the beginning of the simulation, but an increase to the standard value
after a few dozens of second and (iv) a total energy to solution less favourable (about +10%). If
our model (neither AVBP), on one node, does not take benefit of this change in the cluster
setting, the experiment proves, at least, that the consumption ratio between CPU and memory
can be modulated and its addition possibly enhanced on other platforms.

Figure 2: Average power dissipation of NEMO ORCA1
and  ORCA025  configurations  on  two  Intel  Skylake
nodes, compared with vendor specifications

On  Figure  2,  we  also  compare  the  average  CPU  power  measurement  (excluding  the

3 LENOVO Firmware / BIOS / Microcode Settings (Operating Mode) : "Efficiency -Favour Power", 
provides the best features for reducing power and increasing performance in applications where 
maximum bus speeds are not critical



consumption of memory) of our two ORCA configurations, to conclude that, even though a
small  increase in  consumption can be seen with ORCA025, maybe because more intense
computations occur with larger sub-domain dimension arrays, the resolution does not affect
significantly the per node consumption. Of course, the total energy to solution is different, but
can be roughly estimated as the cube of the resolution ratio, assuming that the number of grid
points  only  differs  in  the horizontal  dimensions and that  the time step varies  in  the same
proportion  than  the  horizontal  resolution  (CFL  condition).  We  also  noticed  that  the
measurements are close to the TDP (Thermal Dissipation Power) specification provided by the
vendor.

To double check the number validity, we used two other tools to measure the average power :
• IPMI (Intelligent Platform Management Interface)  dcmi (Data Center Manageability

Interface)  commands,  available  on  our  LENOVO  server,  which  captures  real-time
power with sensors

• the likwid software4 that provides measurements of the current energy consumption
through the RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) interface to hardware counters

The dcmi command gives the same values as Energy Scope, while  likwid underestimates
the power consumption : for example, the ORCA1 test on a single node shows a total energy
consumption of 315W per node for likwid, instead of 360W for Energy Scope and the dcmi
command.

Figure 3: NEMO parallel and energy efficiency, depending on parallelism and model resolution (left: ORCA1,
right: ORCA025). The ratio of the two efficiencies is plotted in green.

The figures 3 show how energy consumption can be affected by the parallel decomposition.
For  the  two  horizontal  resolutions,  the  model  speed  and  total  energy  consumption  are
measured (time loop only) and compared to the measurement with the minimum number of
node possible. This number is equal to 1 for ORCA1 and 2 for ORCA025 (the high resolution
configuration requires more memory and only fits on two nodes). The blue lines show the
parallel efficiency of the model. As expected, an hyper-scaling is observed on the first part of
the ORCA025 curb, due to the high memory requirement of each sub-domain there: their size

4 https://github.com/RRZE-HPC/likwid

https://github.com/RRZE-HPC/likwid


is equal to 242x203 on one node, and 22x21 on 128 nodes.

What we call energy efficiency is similarly the ratio between the consumption on the minimum
number of node and the consumption at a given parallel decomposition. This curb roughly
follows the previous one, but shows significantly better efficiency at scale (which can be better
visualised on the ratio energy/parallel efficiency in green)5.  We can assume that the time
spend  in  MPI  communications, larger  at  scale, is  the  main  contributor  to  this  difference,
considering that these growing contribution is less energy prone than standard computations.
One  can  notice  that  the  extra  consumption  in  link  with  a  more  intensive  usage  of  the
interconnect network is not taken into account in our measurement. 

We  can  conclude  that  the  raw  values  of  energy  consumption  per  node  is  not  strongly
dependant from the parallel decomposition and mainly varies following the parallel efficiency.
The optimum value is  reached on the minimum number  of  node (ORCA1) or  at  a  slightly
higher decomposition with configuration showing hyper-scaling (ORCA025).

It  is difficult  to compare the raw value of “energy to solution” to any other model  (which
necessarily have … a totally different solution). The comparison is even impossible with other
ocean models such as ROMS [12], since it  is complicated to find in literature comparable
numbers such as model speed (given in Simulated Years Per Day, SYPD) together with the
problem size.

The only possible comparison can be done with the same model on different platforms. For
example, a direct consumption measurement of the platform during a recent porting on NEC-
SX  Aurora TSUBASA revealed that ORCA025 needed 2kW to run at 10 SYPD. At the same
speed, the configuration requires about 20 kW on our Intel Skylake machine (or 13 W per
core, in the same range than Berthoud et al. 2020). Of course, a larger number of information
would be required for a comprehensive comparison, such as PUE or network and disk access
consumption. It would also be cleaner to be able to use the same measurement tool on the
various machines.

We can conclude from this work that the NEMO model does not differ significantly from other
applications regarding energy consumption, and that this consumption is weakly dependant
on model resolution or parallel  decomposition, conferring on the scalability  the quality  of
single criteria for energy efficiency. More analysis are required to identify possible energy
bottleneck in our model.
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5 Notice that speed, not power consumption, is the quantity chosen to calculate efficiencies. It means
that what we are comparing here are “energy to solution” (Joule) and not power (Watt). This is why the
“energy efficiency” is so strongly linked with “parallel efficiency”
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